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cyclers are known and commercialized, and they can be used to amplify and analyze the genetic material in nucleic acid samples. Typically, thermal cyclers create temperature variations that allow cyclic multi-stage temperature increases (“up and down”), or cyclic variations between different
temperatures (“up and down” with rising and falling temperatures between each cycle). Up and down thermal cyclers are configured to provide precise temperature rise/fall. Thermal cycling requires a time that typically exceeds 20 minutes, since nucleic acid samples must be heated to the desired
temperature, and then cooled. Of the available technologies, in particular the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which is often used to amplify the genetic material in a nucleic acid sample, offers the highest throughput. Current PCR technology makes it difficult to apply the standard protocol in a high
throughput manner, due to the high level of energy input required for repeated cycles of denaturation, annealing and extension of the nucleic acid sample. Other problems include the need for external controls of the amplified nucleic acids. For example, the need for external controls for isolating the
amplified nucleic acid from the rest of the sample may cause contamination and inaccurate results. Another problem is the need to perform post-PCR processing in order to analyze the amplified nucleic acid. For example, post-PCR processing is needed to confirm correct amplification of the sample or to
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